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Facilitator Responsibilities 
ü Implement the Ground Rules 
ü Pray (for each couple and for fruitful discussions) 
ü Share Ownership 
ü Take Time to Prepare 
ü Facilitate, Don’t Present 
ü Encourage Participation 
ü Report Back Significant Items 

	  

	  

 

 

 
 

 

  

  

✔  Implement the Ground 
Rules 

Beyond implementing and maintaining the ground rules, the Facilitators have 
other items on their “to-do” list in order to create a powerful small group 
experience. 

   

✔  Prayer 
 

The first is prayer.  Facilitators should pray for the couples before, during and 
after each session. They should also pray that the Holy Spirit guide the small 
group conversations to be fruitful.  This prayer keeps the Facilitators rooted in 
their role. 
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Tips for Success 
v Ask Short, Open-Ended Questions 
v Ask How it Applies to Their Lives 
v Validate Responses 
v Respect the Silence 
v Show Compassion for Struggles 
v Watch Body Language 
v Group Check-In 
v Pose Suggestions as a Question 

	  
Ask Short, Open-ended Questions How a question is posed determines the kind of answers that result.  

Asking short, to the point and open-ended questions allows the 
participant to quickly understand what is being asked, formulate their 
own response and put it on the table.  They won’t have to wrestle 
with what the question means.	   	  

✔  Share Ownership 

As the participants form bonds with another, it will become “their” group.  The 
Facilitator is encouraged to share ownership. This can be done by allowing 
other people to take the lead on certain conversations, inviting couples to do an 
opening or a closing prayer for the following week and encouraging language 
like “our group” as it comes up. 

   

✔  Take Time to Prepare 
Paradisus Dei provides excellent preparatory materials for Facilitators for each 
session. Be sure to prepare by praying, reviewing and making notes with those 
materials. 

   

✔  
Facilitate, Don’t 

Present 

A Facilitator should help stir and move a conversation along, not give a second 
presentation.  As a part of the small group, personal examples are okay to offer 
and can be helpful to get the conversation started. But they should be brief and 
to the point. 

   

✔  
Encourage 

Participation 

Encouraging participation also prevents one or a couple of people from 
dominating the conversation. Facilitators should redirect dominators by telling 
the group they want to hear from others who have not had a chance to share 
yet.  

   

✔  
Report Back 

Significant Items 

If anything significant comes up during group conversation, report it back to the 
Small Group Coordinator.  This could be positive or challenging items.  It is 
important for the Small Group Coordinator to have a sense of how the group is 
going in order to provide the appropriate support to Facilitators.  Also, it could 
be that the same item came up for all groups, meaning that further follow-up 
would be helpful. 
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Ask How It Applies to Their Lives  Asking how something applies to their lives puts the material in 
context, provides direction and invites reflection.  The beauty of this 
kind of question is that there is no “wrong answer.” Each individual 
is their own expert.  Finally, posing a question as an invitation can 
prompt further discussion.  Following one person’s answer, asking 
“other thoughts?’ is a simple way to keep the conversation going. 

 
Validate Responses When participants do respond, it is important to validate their 

sharing.  Validating responses might be as simple as saying, “thank 
you,” “that’s a great thought,” “I appreciate your perspective,” or 
something similar.  It lets the group know that it is okay to share. 

 
Respect the Silence Silence can be a facilitator’s best friend.  If the Facilitator is 

uncomfortable with the silence, chances are good that the 
participants will be as well.  If the Facilitator fills the silence with 
his/her own words, the participants are “off the hook.”  If the 
Facilitator continues their silence while looking from one participant 
to the next to the next, it is almost guaranteed that one of them will 
break the silence.  Also, silence is necessary for some people to 
formulate a response.  Be sure to give them to the time to do that. 

 
Show Compassion for Struggles During the conversation, someone may be moved to share a struggle 

they faced or are facing. Facilitators showing compassion for that 
struggle not only provide support for the person sharing, but they let 
the group know it is okay to share that kind of information in Small 
Group as well.  Particularly moving stories can be tricky because it 
can take the group off the track of the discussion to focus solely on 
that person’s situation.  A compassionate way to respond to that 
within the context of the discussion would be to say something like, 
“that was a very moving story. [To the group] How do you see this 
story connected to what we just talked about in the presentation?”  

 
Watch Body Language Body language is a great indicator. Facilitators can use it early on to 

learn if a group is ready to move on from one question to another.  
However, it can also be a helpful indicator of whether or not 
someone else in the group is ready to chime in with comments.  
Facilitators should listen with their eyes as well as their ears! 

  
Group Check-In Another helpful tip is a “group check in.”  If a Facilitator is unsure 

how the group is doing, asking a question to everyone as a means of 
checking in is a great tool.  “It seems like we are really quiet today.  
Are you all lost in thought or is this question just not resonating with 
you?” 

 
Pose Suggestions as a Question Similarly, posing a suggestion as a question can be a helpful way to 

keep the group moving. “Shall we move on to the next question?”	   	  
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